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I l l um ina t i onI l l um ina t i on
 
  1 - Prologue: ’Shir La-Ma’alot’ for 5 voices - Salomone Rossi (Mantova, 1570-1630)  
        from ‘The Songs to Solomon’ 
 
  2 - ’Adon Ha-Slichot’ - Rome (Bnei Romy) 
 
  3 - ’Achot Ketana’ - Trieste (Sephardic) 
 
  4 - ’Chi sapeva’ (Ehad Mi Yodea) - Florence (Italyani) 
 
  5 - ’Yehi Shalom Be-Helenu’ - Trieste (Sephardic) 
 
  6 - ’Maoz Tzur’ - Hebrew melody (Ashkenazi) and elaboration  
        from Benedetto Marcello’s ‘Estro Poetico-Armonico’ (Venezia, 1722-23): Psalm XV 
 
  7 - ’Hallel’ - Livorno (Sephardic) 
 
  8 - ’Betzet Yisrael’ - Ferrara (Italyani) 
 
  9 - ’Sha’ar Asher Nisgar’ (O Immacolata e pura) - Hebrew melody (Sephardic)  
        and elaboration from Benedetto Marcello’s ‘Estro Poetico-Armonico’: Psalm XVIII 
 
10 - ’Kiddush’ - Rome (Bnei Romy) 
 
11 - ’Chad Gadya’ - Florence (Italyani) 
 
12 - ’Chad Gadya/Alla Fiera dell’Est’ (with permission of Angelo Branduardi) 
 
13 - Epilogue: ’Keter’ for 4 Voices - Salomone Rossi; from ‘The Songs to Solomon’
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ILLUMINATION 
‘Illumination’ comprises examples of rare musical and cultural gems which were nearly lost after 
the Holocaust ravaged Italian-Jewish religious and cultural life. Many of the traditional Italian- 
Jewish ‘piyyutim’ (Hebrew spiritual/liturgical songs and poems) performed here remain widely 
unknown in concert halls and to the general public.The Jewish and Christian Italian cultures of 
the Renaissance and Baroque period were at once separate and also intricately connected, and 
synagogue music itself has always adapted and reflected contemporary- ostensibly unrelated- 
melodies and styles. It was thus a natural step to present works from the early spiritual music of 
Jewish Italy (all whose texts were in use as early as from 1600 and even before) seen through the 
prism of the prevalent musical styles of the same period in which Salamone Rossi and Benedetto 
Marcello’s own important synagogue-based works were created: the Renaissance and Baroque 
periods. As specialists in early Italian music, this involved interpreting which contemporary styles 
of music predominant outside of the ghetto in Italy at the time were likely reflected in the Jewish 
works (which would themselves have been performed- during synagogue services- vocally only). 
The task of reviving these pieces and presenting them in the fuller context of the Italian culture 
that they inhabited was fascinating, as the works revealed themselves in their unique beauty and 
spirit. 

Ensemble Bet Hagat 
Traditional Singing: Yair Harell, Daniel Akiva, Mauro Occhionero 

Artistic director: Ayela Seidelman

1 - Prologue: ’Shir La-Ma’alot’ for 5 voices  
     Salomone Rossi (Mantova, 1570-1630) from ‘The Songs to Solomon’ 
2 - ’Adon Ha-Slichot’ - Rome (Bnei Romy)  
3 - ’Achot Ketana’ - Trieste (Sephardic)  
4 - ’Chi sapeva’ (Ehad Mi Yodea) - Florence (Italyani)  
5 - ’Yehi Shalom Be-Helenu’ - Trieste (Sephardic)  
6 - ’Maoz Tzur’ - Hebrew melody (Ashkenazi) and elaboration  
        from Benedetto Marcello’s ‘Estro Poetico-Armonico’ 

7 - ’Hallel’ - Livorno (Sephardic)  
8 - ’Betzet Yisrael’ - Ferrara (Italyani) 
9 - ’Sha’ar Asher Nisgar’ (O Immacolata e pura)  
      Hebrew melody (Sephardic) 
10 - ’Kiddush’* - Rome (Bnei Romy)  
11 - ’Chad Gadya’ - Florence (Italyani) 
12 - ’Chad Gadya*/Alla Fiera dell’Est’ 
13 - Epilogue: ’Keter’ for 4 Voices -  
          Salomone Rossi; from ‘The Songs to Solomon’


